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“A Digital Twin is a set of virtual information constructs
that mimics the structure, context, and behavior of an 
individual/unique physical asset, is dynamically updated 
with data from its physical twin throughout its lifecycle, 
and informs decisions that realize value”

- AIAA Institute Position Paper, 2020
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Figure credit: NASA



Digital twins have the potential to revolutionize
decision-making across science, technology & society
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Complex physical phenomena
multiscale, multiphysics

Cyber-physical interactions
software, hardware, sensors, automation

Complex lifecycle
multiple stages, multiple stakeholders

Limited data
observations are noisy, indirect & expensive/intrusive to acquire

Evolving asset state
degradation, damage, maintenance, upgrades

The predictive modeling challenges 
for complex systems



BIG DATA alone
is not enough.

DIGITAL TWINS must incorporate the predictive power, 
interpretability, and domain knowledge of physics-based models.



PREDICTIVE PHYSICS-BASED MODELING & SIMULATION

SCIENTIFIC MACHINE LEARNING

UNCERTAINTY QUANTIFICATION OPTIMIZATION & CONTROL

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Digital 
Twins

HIGH-PERFORMANCE COMPUTING

DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE

EDGE COMPUTING

DATA ASSIMILATIONINVERSE PROBLEMS

A scientific grand challenge that requires
‒ fundamental advances in enabling technologies
‒ unprecedented integration across domains
‒ partnerships across sectors



A few brief highlights of our recent and 
ongoing work in Predictive Digital Twins
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Reduced-order modeling leads to 
low-cost physics-based models 
that enable predictive digital twins
[Kapteyn et al. IJNME 2020]

Reduced-order model
static condensation 
reduced basis element 
(SCRBE) method;
~0.03 seconds per 
structural analysis
(1000x speedup)

Finite element model
multiple material types (carbon fiber, carbon rod, 
plywood, foam) & multiple element types (solid, 
shell, beam); ~55 seconds per structural analysis



PREDICTIVE
DIGITAL TWINS

11[Kapteyn, Pretorius, W. Nature Comp. Sci. 2021]
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𝑝𝑝 𝐷𝐷0, … ,𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝 ,𝑄𝑄0, … ,𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝 ,𝑅𝑅0, … ,𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝 ,𝑈𝑈𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐+1, … ,𝑈𝑈𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝 𝑜𝑜0, … , 𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐 ,𝑢𝑢0, … ,𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐
Graph represents joint 
probability distribution: 



Predictive Digital Twin
Use-case

Mathematical Formulation via
Probabilistic Graphical Model

Automatic monitoring, virtual inspections, 
simulation-based certification Data assimilation:

Forecasting, predictive maintenance, 
planning Prediction:

Operations: Tradeoff between
• Favorable asset state
• Digital twin accuracy
• Required control effort
• Observation acquisition cost

Multi-objective
optimization:

Learn from historical data,
transfer insights to similar assets

Learning:

Representing a Digital Twin as a probabilistic graphical 
model gives an integrated framework for calibration,
data assimilation, planning and control [Kapteyn, Pretorius, W. Nature Comp. Sci. 2021]
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Creating and evolving a structural digital twin 
for an unmanned aerial vehicle [Kapteyn, Pretorius, W. Nature Comp. Sci. 2021]
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Reward
Patient outcomes:
treatment efficacy, toxicity

Control inputs
MRI studies, biopsies, 
treatment regimens

Physical State
Anatomy & morphology, 
mechanical & physiological state

Quantities of Interest
Distribution of therapies, 
tumor shape, cell density

Digital Twin State
Tumor dynamics, mechanics𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡

𝑈𝑈𝑡𝑡

𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡

𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡

𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡

Observational data
Anatomy, perfusion, 
permeability, cell 
density, metabolism

𝑂𝑂𝑡𝑡

PREDICTIVE
DIGITAL TWINS

[Chaudhuri, Hormuth, Pash, Yankeelov et al.]



𝐷𝐷0 𝐷𝐷1
𝐷𝐷2

𝐷𝐷3

𝐷𝐷4 𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡

Baseline 
model

Diagnosis
Calibrate tumor 

physiology
Calibrate radiation 

response
Calibrated 
digital twin

Dynamic estimation 
of patient health

Dynamic 
predictive 

digital twin
Calibration: infer patient-specific parameter distributions for the 
digital twin from observed data and population-based priors

Optimize therapy: use predictive digital twin to choose optimal 
patient-specific treatment plan under uncertainty

Monitoring: anticipate tumor progression by forecasting the effect 
of radiotherapy treatment on cancer cells

Creating and evolving a
cancer patient digital twin
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M2dt: Multifaceted Mathematics 
for Predictive Digital Twins

• New Department of Energy Mathematics Multifaceted Integrated Capability Center, launched 
September 2022, five-year duration

• Co-directors Omar Ghattas and Karen Willcox; collaborators: MIT, Brookhaven, Argonne, Sandia

• Research Thrusts: (1) Dynamically-integrated data assimilation & decisions; (2) Reduced-order & 
surrogate modeling; (3) Mathematics of coupling for predictive digital twins

Driving application 1: Real-time 
data assimilation and optimal 
control of directed self-assembly 
of block copolymer thin films

Driving application 2: Dynamics of coupled
ice shelf – ocean cavities



Looking Forward
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How to move from the one-off expert-driven 
digital twin to accessible robust digital 
twin implementations at scale?
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From the Artisanal
To the Industrial
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The finite element method had its origins >70 years 
ago in civil and aeronautical engineering

Today it is the workhorse of engineering analysis 
and design, and is in the hands of every engineer 
(and many non-engineers)

Mathematical maturity of underlying methods 
enable robust use by non-experts

Computing  advances in hardware and algorithms 
admit routine application to realistic problems

Flexible software implementations make state-of-the-art 
methods accessible and broadly applicable

1

2
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The digital twin had its origins ~2 decades ago 
in aeronautical engineering (concept stretches back further)

• foundational advances in the enabling methods
• computing and data infrastructure
• software
• standards
• partnerships

The world needs accessible robust digital twin 
implementations at scale and across domains

⋮



(SOME)
RESEARCH 
NEEDS FOR 
DIGITAL TWINS

1

Scalable algorithms for updating, prediction & control
Incorporating physics-based modeling, data-driven learning 
& state-of-the-art computational science 

2

Data, models and decisions across multiple scales
An integrated framework for calibration, data assimilation, 
uncertainty quantification, planning & control
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Validation, verification & uncertainty quantification
Achieving the levels of reliability and robustness needed 
for certified high-consequence decision-making
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Digital twins at the system and system-of-systems levels
Decomposition and coupling of subcomponent digital twins; 
multi-resolution multi-fidelity digital twins

Predictive modeling
Many decisions demand a predictive window on the future

4
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Data-driven decisions
building the mathematical foundations and computational methods to 
enable design of the next generation of engineered systems

K I W I . O D E N . U T E X A S . E D U
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